ATLAS W path
Guide for tutors, version from Jan 25, 2016

Created by Uta Bilow, Constanze Hasterok, Konrad Jende, Michael Kobel, Christian Rudolph, Felix Socher, Julia Woithe
The ATLAS W path measurement is supported for International Masterclasses.

Languages supported: Czech, Danish, English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Polish, Portuguese,
Slovak, Spanish, Turkish

Description:
■ Aims:
■ Fascinate students for data analyses in ATLAS and at the LHC
■ Introduce basic concepts of particle identification and event classification
■ Students should understand the concept of signal vs. background and
■ understand how neutrinos can be identified even if they are not detectable
■ Tasks:
1. Measure the ratio of the number of positively charged W to the number of
negatively charged W candidate events.
2. Identify events as WW candidates and measure the angle between the electrically
charged leptons in the transverse plane.
■ Students use event displays to distinguish W and WW candidate events as well as
background events, determine the electric charge in case of W candidate events and
measure the angle between electrically charged W’s in the transverse plane in case
of WW candidate events
■ Students use particle counts to determine the W+/W- ratio.
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■ Students create histograms (plot distribution of angle between electrically charged
leptons in the transverse plane) of “WW candidate events”. They discuss a possible
Higgs signal for the overall distribution, which is background-dominated (WW, ttbar
and others).
■ Students use the MINERVA event display and an online spreadsheet, latter one is
connected to a database.

Hardware/software requirements:
■ Online:
■ Reliable, high-speed internet connection
■ Up-to-date version of Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox or Safari
■ Offline:
■ MINERVA event display (see Fig. 1) requires JAVA Runtime Environment
■ IMPORTANT!!! You need to use the latest version of MINERVA, called
MINERVA2015. Remove older versions first and download latest one here:
■ http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/downloads/Minerva2015.zip

Fig. 1.: Event Display Programme MINERVA
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Dataset:
■ Dataset consists of 12000 real data events from ATLAS, made up of W (6000), WW
(1000) candidate events, and background events (5000)
■ is split up into twelve data samples (labeled 1, 2, ...12), each containing 1000 events
■ all data samples are split into 20 sub-samples (labeled by a capital letter A, B, ... or T
following the label of the data sample) each containing 50 data events
■ The data is no longer password protected. This is a change w.r.t. previous years.

Outline of the day:
■ Arrival/Registration (~30 min)
■ Mentor presentation (~2x35 min)
■ presentation about research goals, open questions, fundamental methods
(accelerators and detectors) and results of research in particle physics (brief,
motivating, exciting)
■ presentation about W and Higgs bosons (short explanation of their role in particle
physics,

production

processes

at

the

LHC,

decay

channels

(W→lν

and

H→WW→llνν), signal vs. background)
■ Analysis preparation (1-2 teachers facilitate; ~75 min, including Q&A)
■ Presentation (short and sweet)
■ Guided practice with discussion (function of event display program MINERVA,
exercise 1 (particle identification), exercise 2 (event classification))
■ Lunch with a physicist (~75 min)
■ Data Analysis (~90 min)
■ Pre-conference (~30 min)
■ Students and mentor discuss meaning of analysis results.
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■ Q&A (~15 min)
■ Break (~30 min)
■ Videoconference (~60 min)

Student’s tasks:
■ Each pair of students analyzes a set of 50 events
■ For each event, distinguish between W candidate (determine electric charge and
leptonic decay channel), WW candidate (write down event number and opening angle
[angle between electrically charged leptons in the transverse plane]) and background
event
■ Enter results into online spreadsheet
■ Be prepared to discuss in Masterclass Institute and in videoconference; prepare good
questions.

Student´s procedure for Analysis preparation:
2. Teach how to use the event display … or better, let them discover how the display
works.
3. Train them to identify particles:
Make use of the following:
a) ATLAS animation on particle identification (ID) on
http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/wpath_teilchenid1.htm
b) Explanations on particle ID with MINERVA on
http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/wpath_teilchenid3.htm
c) Exercise 1: http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/wpath_exercise1.htm
3. Practical guide how to classify events
a) Introduce basic ideas of selecting events
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b) Explanations on Event ID with MINERVA on:
http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/wpath_lhcphysics3.htm
c) Exercise 2: http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/en/wpath_exercise2.htm (Here you
need the current exercise2 data set – downloadable at
http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/downloads/exercise2-2014.zip)

Student procedure for Data Analysis:
1. Pairs of students are assigned sets of 50 events to analyze in MINERVA.
■ Event sets are found in the event display by choosing “Read events locally” from
“File” in main menu.
■ Name of zip-compressed sub-sample to be analyzed consists of the number
assigned to the institute and the letter, which can be found on the student´s tally
sheet (upper left corner)
2. Students run through these 50 events by carefully diagnosing their content with the
help of the event display program MINERVA:
■ They distinguish between events containing exactly one W particle (W candidate
events), exactly two W particles with opposite electric charge (WW candidate
events) or background events (all signatures different from the first two
mentioned).
■ For each event students should draw their conclusions following the steps
displayed by the flow chart (see Fig. 3)
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3. Students enter all data into both the tally sheet in paper form in front of them and
the online spreadsheet (see Fig. 2 for accessing the spreadsheet and Fig. 4) assigned
to their Masterclass Institute as well.

Fig. 2: Website to access the online spreadsheet assigned to a Masterclass institute. Go
to website: http://atlas.physicsmasterclasses.org/results/wpath_auswertung.php and
choose your institute from the first drop down menu.
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Fig. 3: Flow chart of W path’s analysis1

1

with leptons we mean direct detectable, electrically charged leptons (electron, positron, muon

or antimuon)
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Fig. 4: online spread sheet

■ each line is designated for the results of one group of students
■ they enter the number of found W candidate events in the various decay channels
inside the first four accessible columns, number of found background and WW
candidate events in the following ones and for all WW candidate events they record
both event number and opening angle
■ after they have entered their results they should press the “Save” button on top of the
page (although automatic save process is enabled)
4. With it, data is automatically entered into a database hosted at the CERN web servers
and both total numbers and histograms (find details about the histogram tool in the
appendix C.) will be calculated automatically
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Presentation of Results:

Each institute is supposed to discuss their results before the video conference is held. For this
purpose two websites have been designed:
■ the one mentioned before in point 3 and depicted in Fig. 4 to discuss results on the
W+/W- ratio, which is also meant to compare the measurement with the result obtained
by the ATLAS experiment (can be found below the institute’s totals) and
■ the website displaying the histogram (see Fig. 5) of the distribution of the opening angle.
To look at it you choose your institute’s name from the second drop down menu of the
website shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5: Histogram tool showing results of a chosen Masterclass
institute.
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Sample questions:

In discussion, the moderator might ask students
■ What does it mean when W bosons are produced in the LHC?
■ Compare the measured results of the W+/W- ratio with your expectation.
■ What can we learn from this results?
■ What is displayed with this histogram? What is displayed at the axes? Where can we find
our measurement? What is the meaning of the different coloured rectangles?
■ What can we learn from the histogram?
■ Can we announce the discovery of the Higgs boson? If not what must be done to being
able to announce it?
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Appendix
A.

FAQ

B.

Higgs!WW Selection at 7 TeV for the international Masterclasses

C.

Histogram tool

Appendix A. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
"If I don't clearly see any yellow bar in the calorimeter view, is this event always a
Background event?"
No, it could be that muons are in the event, which leave only little energy in the
calorimeters. So one has to look for the signature of one or more muons in order to
determine the event as signal or even background event.

"Why are some tracks visible in the side view and not in the cross-sectional view?"
Because of the overlaid detector parts. In cross-sectional view some parts of the forward
(and backward) detectors are not displayed and with it possible entries of particles going
through those parts.

“How can I be sure that a track is isolated from Jets?"
It’s complicated to tell if a track is isolated by using the view. Therefore an algorithm has
been implemented to help. What the algorithm does is the following:
1. Collect all tracks that are closer than ∆R = 0.3.
2. Sum all the transverse momenta of these tracks.
3. Divide this sum by the transverse momentum of the selected track.
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We say that a track is well isolated when the isolation value is less than 0.2 which means
that it has a transverse momentum 5 times than the combined transverse momentum of
the tracks surrounding it.

"How can I be sure that two tracks are coming from the same vertex?"
Using the zoom option in side view you will see green circles indicating the vertices.

"Sometimes there are tracks in the muon chambers, that can't be combined to tracks in
the inner detector."
These could be cosmic muons.
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Appendix B. Higgs!WW Selection at 7 TeV for the international Masterclasse
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Appendix B. Higgs!WW Selection at 7 TeV for the international Masterclasses
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Appendix C. Histogram tool

The histogram tool is used to plot the distribution of the opening angle (angle between
electrically charged leptons in transverse plane) in WW candidate events, which have been

selected by the students. It is depicted in Fig.5.
Fig. 5: Histogram tool

It basically consists of three elements:
a) the actual histogram showing the distribution,
b) a table with numbers used in each bin of the histogram and
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c) a simple user interface to change the appearance of the histogram.

a) Histogram
Student’s measurements are displayed by black dots with uncertainty bars for the number of
each bin. Theoretical expectations are plotted for each bin as rectangles in different colours,
which correspond to a class of physics processes contributing to this decay channel. The
legend in the upper right corner of the histogram also contains the institute’s name and
actual date.
b) Table
The table consists of five rows and a number of columns depending on the number of bins
to be plotted. First row and column are headers. In the second row (N) you will see the
numbers of WW candidate events found by the students of your institute (or Masterclasses
day). The third row (B) displays the expected number of background events within the data
sample depending on the chosen standardization (see User Interface). Row number four (S)
shows the difference between the number of found WW candidate events and the number
of expected background events. Finally, the statistical significance (Z) is displayed for each
bin. The last column gives you the totals of N, B and S for all bins together and Z for the
totals.
c) User Interface
The user interface allows to change the appearance of the distribution by:
i) changing the number of bins (choose a value: “number of bins [1 ... 20]”;

default is 10),
ii) adapting the y-axis (enter a value behind “maximum of y-axis”),
iii)

scaling the number of events theoretically predicted (choose “1”, “2”

or “3” for “standardization”),
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iv)

making cut on a particular bin number (enter the bin number behind

“cut on bin number”, which you would like to see last in the histogram) and
v) adding the theoretical predictions for the number of events of a 125 GeV
decaying Standard Model Higgs in this channel as red coloured rectangles
(tick “Higgs contribution”).

There are three options for standardization:
“1”: Do you want to know how well your students found the hidden WW candidate events?
Then you should click this option. It standardizes the expected number of events by taking
both into account, the number of events analyzed by students and an equally distribution of
all (693 pre-selected) WW candidate events over the dataset as well.
“2”: This value standardizes the expected number of events by taking both into account, the
number of WW candidate events found by the students and an equally distribution of all
(693 pre-selected) WW candidate events over the dataset as well. So, if your students found
200 candidate events, the coloured histograms are calculated in a way that a total of 200
events are displayed over all bins.
“3” (default): Here, the expected number of background events are standardized differently:
We calculate the total number of WW candidate events in all bins containing angles greater
than 108 degrees. After standardization this number is equal to the number of expected
background events in those bins following the distribution obtained by the pre-selection.
With it and knowing the angular distribution obtained within the pre-selection, we also
calculate the number of expected background events for all other bins.
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